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Abstract. The MAMCDP’09 workshop took place in Paris in January 2009. It was intended to
promote multiresolution and other adaptive techniques for complex applications where convection
is the prevailing phenomenon. Presentations were given by both senior and young researchers from
various institutions over two days. In this introduction we summarize the presentations whose slides
are available on the website of the workshop as well as the present contributions.

1. Principles of adaptive multiresolution methods for hyperbolic systems
The archetype of convection-dominated problems is modeled by a hyperbolic system of partial differential
equations. In most physically relevant situations these equations are nonlinear and express balance laws. It is
well known that the solution of such systems can develop singularities in finite time, even when starting from
infinitely smooth initial conditions. As a consequence, in all hyperbolic systems —and to some extent in all
convection-dominated problems— the computational domain is most likely to contain some spatially restricted
but moving areas where the solution exhibits a locally strong variation.
The theoretical issues, as well as the numerical analysis of schemes for equations having singular solutions
are steadily flourishing areas of research. Another issue is the computational aspect: in the neighbourhood of
a singularity it is crucial to look for a fine resolution, in particular if the discontinuous nature of the solution
prevents high-order schemes to be used. On the other hand, the fact that convection is dominating implies that
this region moves in time. The size of the spatial domain involved in the computation may be too large to use
a fine grid everywhere. Designing an adaptive mesh is, in this respect, a fundamental necessity. Furthermore,
the adaptive mesh must be able to evolve in time along with the solution.
The first attempts to achieve this goal date back to the eighties, with the development of AMR methods on
the principles introduced by Berger et al. [5, 6]. At roughly the same time Harten [47, 48] started to explore
multi-scale techniques based on wavelet theory as a tool for numerical analysis of hyperbolic PDEs. These
approaches amount to taking advantage of the multi-scale decomposition of the solution in order to concentrate
the representation of discontinuities (e.g., shocks) on a very fine grid in their vicinity. It is therefore possible to
save computational resources (CPU time, memory) while preserving the accuracy of the initial scheme —or at
least the same order of error.
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Let us summarize the principle in its broad outlines: one starts from a numerical scheme to solve a system
of equations
∂t u + divf (u) = 0.
A priori one can choose a finite difference scheme, a finite volume scheme, etc. The solution at a time tn is
represented by discretized values unk on a grid SJ . In order to simplify the notations, the set Sj also denotes the
set of cell indices at the j level. This grid has a mesh size of order 2−J , where J is chosen sufficiently large so that
unk with k ∈ SJ represents a good approximation of the exact solution u(tn , xk ). The discrete values (unk )k∈SJ
of the approximate solution are updated from one time step to the other by evaluating fluxes through the
interfaces between the mesh cells. The basic idea is to make a multi-scale decomposition of the solution, similar
to a wavelet transform but based on a hierarchy of nested grids, and to use the coefficients of the transform
as smoothness indicators. These indicators allow the grid to be adapted according to the local regularity of the
solution —that is what we call the adaptive multiresolution. The solution is discretized on a grid made up of cells
belonging to more or less refined levels of discretization according to the local smoothness. This grid or rather,
the level locally used in the hierarchy of grids, evolves in time, since it depends on the solution. An advantage
compared to the AMR methods, which also use smoothness indicators, is that the multi-scale transformation
can be reversed at any time and that the solution is in fact known potentially on the finest grid, even if it is
calculated on a much coarser one. This asset is very interesting from the point of view of the analysis of the
method, which can thus be compared with the scheme of reference on the finest grid.
This method of adaptive multiresolution is a rather recent development [26, 46, 49]. Initially the work of
[10, 47, 48] rather concerned the use of the wavelet coefficients as error indicators in the context of an evolution
scheme on the finest uniform grid. Indeed, the wavelet coefficients indicate zones where it is possible to save
computing time on the calculation of fluxes, which is all the more expensive as the solution is singular: in the
areas where the details beyond a level of scale j < J are small (i.e. beneath a given threshold) the solution is
considered as smooth and the costly evaluation of fluxes can be replaced by their interpolation starting from
the values on a coarser level of grid. This is normally cheaper than the exact flux evaluation, in the case of
conservation laws.
This has given rise to a great variety of adaptive multiresolution methods whose scope of applications is
nowadays much larger than the initial hyperbolic systems. The goal of the MAMCDP’09 workshop was to
review the state of the art in this area of research, and to identify important new trends.

2. State of the art and emerging trends
Since the end of the nineties several teams have worked in these two directions with always the common
objective to accelerate total calculation while keeping the same accuracy level as the reference scheme on a
uniform grid. Multiresolution methods turn out to be very efficient. In particular, the adaptation process is
only controlled by the threshold parameter. The choice of this parameter seems to be very robust with respect
to varying configurations and applications. Ideally, it depends on the discretization error of the reference finite
volume scheme. This was confirmed by rigorous mathematical estimates for scalar model problems.
Bihari et al. [9, 11], developed the techniques suggested by Harten and applied them to complex systems and
numerical schemes on Cartesian grids. Cohen et al. [25] adapted this method to unstructured triangular grids,
whereas Dahmen et al. [35] realized it for curvilinear grids. Donat et al. [18–23, 39] also followed this path, and
adopted an encoding of the solution by its point values instead of by its mean values.
In the fully adaptive scope also several directions have been explored. On the basis of a tree data structure,
Schneider et al. [38,62,63] developed multidimensional applications of the adaptive algorithm for various classes
of problems dominated by the convection but also including parabolic or reaction-diffusion terms. Cohen et
al. [27–29] developed the fully adaptive algorithm on unstructured triangular grids for the compressible Euler
equations. More recently Cohen et al. [24] combine multiresolution and anisotropy effects to design adaptive
procedure on unstructured grids. Müller et al. have designed the adaptive algorithm on curvilinear grids for
multidimensional applications, Euler compressible equations [12,55], shallow water equations [52], and cavitation
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bubbles [56]. It is explained in [55] how computing time efficiency is improved by means of a data structure
using hash tables. Campos Pinto [16, 17], Sonnendrücker and his co-authors [7, 8, 68] have designed an adaptive
method for the Vlasov-Poisson system in the context of a semi-Lagrangian formulation.
Using multiresolution analysis to model turbulence has also been explored by Farge et al. [43, 60, 66].
The inherent problem of simulation turbulent flows comes from the number of degrees of freedom needed
to resolve turbulent structures. This number is proportional to Re9/4 and becomes dramatically large with
increasing Reynolds number Re such as the ones used in aerodynamics Re ≈ 106 . This makes direct numerical
simulations (DNS) impossible in many applications. However, in general, the interest is not in the fully resolved
turbulent flow field but rather in some macroscopic quantities such as the lift and drag coefficients. These
quantities can be resolved at the macro-scale although they are influenced by the non resolved fluctuations.
Typically, the influence of these micro-scale fluctuations is described by algebraic models, like the Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) or the large eddy simulations (LES). Alternatively, the coherent
vortex simulation (CVS) developed by Farge and Schneider [44, 67] for incompressible flows has been designed
to compute this problem with a reduced number of degrees of freedom. This methodology is based on the wavelet
representation of the vorticity. The basic idea is to extract the coherent vortex structures from the noise which
will then be modeled to compute the flux evolution.
Initially adaptive multiresolution finite volume schemes have been derived only for explicit time discretizations. Bramkamp et al. show in [12] that it is possible to proceed similarly in case of an implicit time discretization. These are of interest when dealing with stationary flow problems, weakly unstationary problems
or models that exhibit some stiffness due to relaxation processes, e.g. chemical reactions, or dissipation, e.g.
diffusion, viscosity and heat conduction, resulting in anisotropic flow structures such as boundary layers. For
these types of problems an explicit time discretization would lead to very small time steps in order to meet the
CFL condition. Although the derivation is straight-forward, several new questions arise:
(i) In each time step the implicit time discretization results in a nonlinear system of discrete evolution
equations. Typically this system is solved by Newton-Krylov methods. For steady state problems, only
one Newton step is performed, because the time plays only the role of a relaxation parameter and there
is no need to be accurate in each time step. However, for unstationary problems several Newton steps
are needed to maintain the accuracy in each time step. In recent work by Steiner et al. [69, 70], it was
possible to design a break condition for the Newton methods that relies on the threshold value of the
multi-scale method. To improve the efficiency of the solution of the nonlinear system one might employ
the multilevel structure of the underlying grid hierarchy in the multi-scale analysis similar to adaptive
multigrid techniques such as Brandt’s so-called multilevel adaptive technique (MLAT) [13,14], that is an
adaptive generalization of the full approximation scheme (FAS). The efficiency of these methods crucially
relies on the proper choice of problem-dependent transfer and relaxation operators. Early investigations
in [57] and [58] for unsteady state and steady state flow problems, respectively, show that contrary
to classical adaptive multigrid schemes we may employ the multiresolution analysis using biorthogonal
wavelets to define the restriction and prolongation operators. Since the underlying problem is nonlinear,
the FAS [13] is used for the coarse grid correction. Further investigations are needed to fully employ
the high potential of the multiresolution analysis when applying it directly to the discrete evolution
equations arising from the finite volume discretization rather than just using it as a data compression
tool for the set of discrete cell data.
(ii) By the implicit time discretization, the data in all cells are coupled and, hence, an information could
propagate throughout the entire computational domain in one time step. Since the prediction strategy
relies on the fact that the information propagates at most by one cell, the prediction has to be adjusted.
Typically, for convection-dominated problems such as compressible fluid flow at high Reynolds numbers
the influence of a local perturbation decays rapidly in space and stays more or less local. In [9], Bihari
develops a heuristic approach for viscous problems where the parameter q in Harten’s strategy has been
coupled with the viscosity parameter. However, a rigorous mathematical justification of its reliability is
still missing. In [34] Coquel et al. tackle implicit-explicit schemes coupled with adaptive multiresolution
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mesh refinement. Here again the prediction of the tree should take into account the instantaneous
propagation of information throughout the whole mesh, due to the implicit part of the scheme. However,
intrinsic smoothing out of the singularities along with gradedness of the hierarchy of grids ensures that
the same type of prediction of the tree as in the fully explicit case can be used.
Recently a new breakthrough in the design of a scheme adaptive both in time and space, due to Müller and
Stiriba [57] gave rise to recent developments by Müller et al. [56], Schneider et al. [38] and Coquel et al. [31,32].
Time-space adaptivity in the context of parabolic problems is tackled by Faille and co-authors [41, 42] in an
approach combining domain decomposition and finite volume methods which makes a nice link with the AMR
techniques. Another new trend is the control of the time-step in order to ensure the stability of the scheme
throughout the simulation. For systems of equations, no maximum principle or invariant region is available.
However, in some cases an explicit CFL-type condition can be derived [30], which should be satisfied at all time
steps. It can then be incorporated in the local time stepping method to control [33, 59] the intermediate local
time-steps. Other possible strategies have been investigated. The one investigated by Ferm et al. [45] stems out
time step strategies for ODEs. A Runge-Kutta-Felhlberg method is applied to the semi-discretized flow equations
by which the local spatial and temporal errors are estimated, allowing to determine the local step-size in space
and time. Later on, Domingues et al. [37] also embedded this idea in fully adaptive multiresolution finite volume
schemes. An alternative space-time adaptivity based upon Kuznetsov-type a posteriori L1 -error-estimates for
scalar conservation laws is proposed by Kröner and Ohlberger [51]. More recently, explicit and implicit finite
volume solvers on adaptively refined meshes have been coupled with adjoint techniques to control the time stepsizes for the solution of weakly unstationary compressible inviscid flow problems like transonic flight. These
can be considered perturbations of stationary flows. While time accuracy is still needed to study phenomena
like aeroelastic interactions, large time steps may be possible when the perturbations have passed. Here the
time step control is based on a space-time-splitting of the adjoint error representation [3, 4, 40]. In [69, 70], the
multi-scale-based grid adaptation was combined with these adjoint techniques to solve efficiently unstationary
problems. The advantage of this space adaptive method is that it also provides an efficient break condition for
the Newton iteration in the implicit time integration.
Another prominent line of research is the parallelization of multiresolution methods, in view of the ever
increasing presence of parallel computers in the computing facilities [15, 54, 68]. Actually, even though multiscale based grid adaptation leads to a significant reduction of the computational complexity (CPU time and
memory) in comparison to computations on uniform grids, this is not sufficient to efficiently perform realistic 3D
computations. In addition, we need parallelization techniques in order to further reduce the computational time
to an affordable order of magnitude. On a distributed memory architecture, the performance of a parallelized
code crucially depends on the load-balancing and the inter-processor communications. Since the underlying
adaptive grids are unstructured due to the presence of hanging nodes, this task is hardly trivial. For this purpose
graph partitioning methods are frequently employed using the METIS Software [50]. An alternative approach
is based on space-filling curves [72]. Here the basic idea is to map level-dependent multi-indices identifying the
cells in a dyadic grid hierarchy of nested grids to a onedimensional line. The interval is then split into parts each
containing the same number of entries, thus achieving optimal load balance. In the context of multiresolution
schemes, both the graph-partitioning [53, 64, 65] and the space-filling curves [2, 15] approaches have been used.
Here again the comparison with AMR techniques is valuable. In most AMR configurations the adaptive mesh
is already subdivided into patches. This inherent domain decomposition is obviously to be taken into account
when going to a parallel architecture. A major difference is that the adaptive grids are not varying at each time
step as is the case in multiresolution.
The need to study the links between Adaptive Mesh Refinement and multiresolution analysis has
in fact been a major key-point of this workshop. In the original AMR methods developed by Berger et al. in
the 1980’s, the refinement process is triggered by gradients [61] or higher-order interpolation [1]. Recent investigations by Donat et al. [39] show that using a discrete multiresolution analysis instead leads to a much more
efficient refinement criterion. In particular, in areas of partial smoothness such as rarefaction waves. It turned
out that only minimal changes in the existing AMR code were necessary to embed the multiresolution-based
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refinement criterion. A systematic comparison of the performances of the fully adaptive multiresolution method
and the adaptive mesh refinement method was investigated by Deiterding et al. [36]. For a 2D compressible Euler
test case, the results obtained by both methods with similar accuracy requirements are compared in terms of
computational overhead and compression of the computational grid, using in addition either local or global time
stepping strategies. The conclusion is that the multiresolution techniques yield improved memory compression
and gain in CPU time with respect to the adaptive mesh refinement method. Extending far beyond the elliptic
equations community, AMR methods in the Galerkin framework are also developed for unstationary problems
like convection-reaction-diffusion [71] using a posteriori error estimates to monitor the mesh adaptation. Here
again the comparison with multiresolution adaptive methods might lead to interesting developments.
To sum it up, the MAMCDP09 workshop along with its proceedings provide an overview of the important
developments in multiresolution adaptative methods. New trends have been identified: local time stepping,
time step control, implicit schemes, parallelism. The latter generates also a lot of ongoing activity in the AMR
community. The need for strong interaction between Computer Science and Mathematic communities has been
emphasized in many presentations. Close collaboration is certainly necessary in this direction of research where
the choice of the data structures and the program structure are of the utmost importance.
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